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Conjugation to Albumin-Binding Molecule Tags as
a Strategy to Improve Both Efficacy and Pharmacokinetic
Properties of the Complement Inhibitor Compstatin
Yijun Huang,[a] Edimara S. Reis,[a] Patrick J. Knerr,[b] Wilfred A. van der Donk,[b] Daniel Ricklin,[a]
and John D. Lambris*[a]
The compstatin family of complement inhibitors has shown
promise in various immuno-inflammatory disorders. Although
recent analogues show beneficial pharmacokinetics, further extension of the plasma half-life is expected to benefit systemic
application of these peptidic inhibitors. We therefore synthesized conjugates of compstatin analogues and albumin-binding molecules (ABM) to increase circulatory residence. Equilibrium dialysis in complement-depleted serum showed a marked
increase in plasma protein binding from < 8 % to > 99 % for
a resulting chimera (ABM2-Cp20). Further analysis confirmed
interaction with albumin from different species, primarily via
site II. Importantly, ABM2-Cp20 bound 20-fold stronger to its
target protein C3b (KD = 150 pm) than the parent peptide. Kinetic and in silico analysis suggested that ABM2 occupies a secondary site on C3b and improves the dissociation rate via additional contacts. Addition of an ABM modifier thereby not only
improved plasma protein binding but also produced the most
potent compstatin analogue to date with potential implications for the treatment of systemic complement-related diseases.

Inappropriate or excessive activation of the human complement system is implicated in many clinical disorders.[1] Compstatin, a 13-residue cyclic peptide originally discovered by
phage-display library screening, interacts with the complement
component C3 and its activation fragment C3b and broadly inhibits complement activation.[2, 3] The central role of C3 in complement initiation and amplification pathways renders C3 inhibitors an attractive option for the treatment of a wide range
of complement-related conditions, and compstatin analogues
have shown promise in disorders ranging from sepsis and biomaterial-induced thromboinflammation to transplantation.[3–6]
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ment of age-related macular degeneration, the pharmacokinetic profile of this analogue may limit systemic applications. New
generations of compstatin derivatives with enhanced inhibitory
activity and plasma residence have therefore been developed.[7, 8] Backbone N-methylation resulted in analogue Cp20
(Ac-Ile-[Cys-Val-Trp(Me)-Gln-Asp-Trp-Sar-Ala-His-Arg-Cys]-mIleNH2) that showed 10-fold improved affinity.[8] Introducing an
additional amino acid at the N terminus of Cp20, thereby extending the target binding site, produced the lead analogue
Cp40 ((d)Tyr-Ile-[Cys-Val-Trp(Me)-Gln-Asp-Trp-Sar-Ala-His-ArgCys]-mIle-NH2) with sub-nanomolar binding affinity for C3 (KD =
0.5 nm). Importantly, pharmacokinetic evaluation in nonhuman primates (NHP) revealed that these next-generation
compstatin analogues follow target-driven elimination kinetics
and feature half-life values of up to 12 h, thereby exceeding
those typically reported for peptidic drugs.[7] Cp40 has shown
promise in preclinical models of paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria and periodontal disease,[9, 10] and is currently developed for a variety of systemic disorders (Amanden, Amyndas
Pharmaceuticals).[11] Whereas suitable inhibitor levels for chronic treatment could be achieved via subcutaneous application
of Cp40,[9] further extension of its plasma residence is considered beneficial through a decrease in dose intervals.
Among the various strategies to improve the half-life of peptidic drugs, the coupling to albumin-binding tags appears particularly promising.[12] Albumin constitutes ~ 60 % of the total
plasma protein pool and has a long circulation residence (t = ~
20 d); binding to serum albumin has therefore been recognized as an attractive route to extend the plasma residence of
biopharmaceuticals.[12, 13] Alongside direct coupling approaches,[13, 14] several affinity tags based on albumin-binding
peptides or molecules (ABP and ABM, respectively) have been
developed that allow noncovalent interaction with circulating
albumin.[15–19] Chimeras of a compstatin derivative with an ABP
have been successfully constructed,[20] yet their synthesis is demanding, given the involvement of two cyclic peptides. In the
present study, we therefore evaluated conjugation to a lowmolecular-weight ABM tag as potential strategy to improve
the half-life of compstatin analogues. For this purpose, we
based our approach on two previously described naphthalene
acylsulfonamide[17] and diphenylcyclohexanol phosphate
ester[18, 21] tags that were shown to improve the plasma half-life
of therapeutic peptides.[18] One of these tags is being used clinically in the case of MS-325 (gadofosveset trisodium; Ablavar,
Lanteus Medical Imaging), a rationally designed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agent with prolonged intravascu1
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lar half-life (18.5  3 h in humans).[21] Conjugation of advanced
compstatin analogues such as Cp20 and Cp40 to these established ABM therefore holds promise to result in a safe and
cost-effective way of improving the plasma residence of compstatin and extend its use in systemic indications.
Previous analysis of the co-crystal structure of an early
compstatin analogue with the target protein fragment C3c revealed that both termini of the cyclic peptide were minimally
engaged in binding site contacts and may be amenable for
modification.[22] For initial studies, two previously described albumin-binding tags (ABM1 and ABM2; each extended with
a carboxylic acid group for conjugation) were coupled to the
N terminus of compstatin analogue Cp20 through an amide
linkage (Scheme 1).[8, 17, 18] Following cleavage from the resin,
each peptide was oxidized with hydrogen peroxide to form
the intramolecular disulfide bond. All peptides were purified
by reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography
(RP-HPLC), resulting in average overall yields of 9–16 % after
lyophilization.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of conjugates between compstatin analogues Cp20
and Cp40 with albumin-binding molecules. Reagents and conditions: a) coupling of RCOOH: DIPEA, HATU, DMF (R = ABM1), or DIPEA, PyBOP, NMP,
CH2Cl2 (R = ABM2);[17, 18] b) resin cleavage with 90 % TFA, 5 % thioanisole, 3 %
EDT, 2 % anisole; c) cyclization with H2O2. (Detailed procedures are given in
the Supporting Information.)

To confirm maintenance of target binding affinity after addition of the albumin-binding tags, the synthesized compstatin
conjugates were assayed using surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) by injecting them over site-specifically immobilized
C3b.[7, 23] Due to the slow dissociation rate of these compounds,
a single-cycle kinetics approach was used to improve the assay
efficiency.[24] The SPR responses of all peptides were fitted to
a 1:1 Langmuir binding model to obtain kinetic association
and dissociation rate constants (ka, kd) and binding affinities
(KD ; Table 1). As expected, conjugation of ABM1 to the N terminus of Cp20 fully maintained the target binding affinity; the
slight improvement over the parent peptide may be explained
 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Table 1. Evaluation of C3b interaction profiles of compstatin conjugates.[a]
Peptide
Cp20
ABM1-Cp20
ABM2-Cp20
Cp40
ABM2-Cp40

ka [106 m 1 s 1]

kd [10 3 s 1]

KD [nm]

2.3  0.7
1.7  0.1
2.7  0.9
2.8  0.6
1.8  0.2

6.7  2.9
3.5  0.1
0.4  0.1
1.3  0.2
0.5  0.2

2.9  0.4
2.0  0.1
0.15  0.06
0.48  0.09
0.26  0.09

[a] Single-cycle kinetic analysis of compstatin conjugates was performed.
Sets of five increasing concentrations were consecutively injected over
a C3b surface (3000–5000 RU density) in a single cycle. The processed signals were fitted to a 1:1 binding model.

by additional hydrophobic contacts of the new N terminus
with the binding site of C3, as had been observed with Cp40.[7]
Surprisingly, however, conjugation with ABM2 led to a 20-fold
improvement in binding affinity (KD = 150 pm), rendering
ABM2-Cp20 the most potent compstatin analogue described
so far. To further explore the potential of ABM2-mediated enhancement of compstatin affinity, we conjugated ABM2 to the
N terminus of the current lead compound Cp40 (Scheme 1). In
contrast to Cp20, the addition of ABM2 to Cp40 led to a comparatively minor improvement in affinity (Table 1). Analysis of
the compstatin binding site using a structural model of ABM2Cp20 suggested that the alkyl linker in ABM2 may ideally align
the diphenyl-cyclohexanol moiety with a shallow groove
formed by macroglobulin domain 4 of the C3 b-chain
(Figure 1). In the case of ABM2-Cp40, the presence of an additional amino acid at the N terminus would lead to a less preferred placement of this moiety.
As the binding of ABM–compstatin conjugates to albumin in
circulation may potentially affect their complement-directed
potency, we also evaluated the inhibitory activity of all peptides toward immune complex-induced complement activation
in human plasma using an established ELISA format.[25] Compared with the parent peptides, the conjugates retain or improve the inhibitory activity (Table 2; Figure S4), thereby indicating that they are able to bind their target despite the high
plasma concentration of albumin. Whether the less significant
improvement in IC50 values between ABM conjugates and
parent peptides relative to the KD values is caused by the presence of albumin or the limited dynamic range of the ELISA
needs to be further investigated.
To confirm the albumin-directed activity of the ABM–compstatin conjugates and further explore their simultaneous bindTable 2. Complement inhibition potency of compstatin conjugates.[a]
Peptide
Cp20
ABM1-Cp20
ABM2-Cp20
Cp40
ABM2-Cp40

IC50 [mm]
0.26  0.12
0.2  0.00
0.17  0.11
0.14  0.05
0.08  0.03

[a] Complement inhibition assay based on initiation via the classical pathway.
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Table 3. Evaluation of albumin interaction profiles to immobilized ABM2Cp20.[a]
Albumin Species

KD app [mm]
97  2
208  5
134  3
64  2
106  3

Human
Bovine
Mouse
Rabbit
Baboon

[a] The interactions of ABM2-Cp20 with albumins were characterized by
multi-cycle analysis. Sets of five increasing concentrations of albumin
from different species (6.3–100 mm) were injected over the chip surface.
The processed signals were fit to a single binding site model.

Figure 1. Structure and proposed binding model of ABM2-Cp20. a) Structure
of ABM2-Cp20 with the ABM2 tag shown in red. b) Docking of ABM2-Cp20
(yellow spheres) into the compstatin binding site of C3c (green cartoon/surface representation; PDB code: 2QKI); the primary compstatin binding site
and the proposed extended contact site for ABM2 are marked with blue and
red arrows, respectively. c) Close-up of ABM2-Cp20 (stick representation)
docked to C3c (green surface; positive and negative surface charges are
shown in red and blue, respectively). The hydrogen bond between ABM2Cp20 and lysine residue 386 of C3c (K386) predicted from the computational
analysis is highlighted by a white circle.

ing to C3 and albumin, we performed additional SPR binding
studies. For this purpose, an ABM2-Cp20 derivative with C-terminal biotinylation was synthesized as a probe compound. In
addition, biotinylated Cp40 (without an ABM2 tag) was used as
control. The biotinylated peptides were immobilized on a streptavidin-coated SPR sensor chip, and the interactions with albumins from different species (human, baboon, bovine, rabbit,
and mouse) were characterized (Table 3; Figure S2). Notably,
given the narrow species specificity of compstatin for C3 from
human and NHP, only the binding to human and baboon albumin is of direct importance for use in disease models. Also, limitations in the available concentration range of albumin only
allows an estimation of affinity values. Nevertheless, the apparent binding affinity of ABM2-Cp20 to human serum albumin
(KD app = 97 mm; Table 3) was similar to the reported affinity of
MS-325, which uses the same tag (KD = 164 mm).[26] The apparent affinities of albumin from other species to ABM2-Cp20
were in a similar range, with baboon albumin showing values
nearly identical to those of the human form (Table 3). In contrast, none of the albumins bound significantly to the compstatin control lacking the ABM2 tag (data not shown). These results demonstrate that conjugation to ABMs enables compstatin analogues to bind serum albumins; importantly, ABM2 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Cp20 binds more tightly to C3 than to albumin (with affinities
of ~ 0.2 nm vs. ~ 100 mm), thereby indicating minimal interference with the pharmacodynamic profile of the peptide.[18]
To confirm the albumin binding mode of ABM2-Cp20, an
SPR-based competition assay was performed. Fluorescent
probe displacement studies showed that MS-325 binds primarily to site II on human serum albumin (HSA), as MS-325 can displace site II ligands rather than site I ligands (such as warfarin).[27] Ibuprofen, which binds to site II of human serum albumin (KD = 0.37 mm), was therefore chosen as a probe of site II ligands.[28, 29] When HSA (50 mm) was injected to the ABM2-Cp20
sensor chip in the presence of ibuprofen, inhibition of albumin
binding to the conjugate was observed (Figure S3), which suggests that ABM2-Cp20 indeed binds primarily to site II in a similar manner to MS-325.
Previous pharmacokinetic studies of Cp20 in NHP revealed
a distinctive target-driven elimination profile, in which the
strong binding to the abundant plasma protein C3 (~
1 mg mL 1) defines the slow terminal elimination of the compound; unbound peptide in excess of the plasma C3 level is
excreted more rapidly.[7] This strong influence of target binding
on the elimination profile was further supported by the fact
that the more potent Cp40 had a significantly longer half-life
than Cp20 (12 vs. 9 h).[7] The ~ 20-fold increased binding affinity
of ABM2-Cp20 for C3 itself is therefore expected to contribute
to an enhanced pharmacokinetic profile. In addition, however,
the binding to albumin is considered important, as it would facilitate the maintenance of target-saturating inhibitor concentration. To assess the influence of and cooperation between C3
and albumin binding in the case of Cp20 and ABM2-Cp20, we
performed in vitro plasma protein binding studies using rapid
equilibrium dialysis (RED).[30] The free fractions of each peptide
(percent free) were determined by mass spectrometry from
the concentration ratios between the buffer and plasma side
after 24 h of incubation at 37 8C, and used to calculate the protein-bound fraction (percent bound). Two peptide concentrations (5 and 10 mm) were selected that represent inhibitor
levels relevant for therapeutic complement inhibition.[7, 9] When
C3-depleted serum was used to assess plasma protein binding
in the absence of target-mediated effects, conjugation of the
ABM2 tag to Cp20 resulted in a profound increase in the
bound fraction relative to the parent peptide (Table 4). Reconstitution of the serum to a defined C3 concentration within
the physiological range (5 mm) leveled the difference of the
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Table 4. Evaluation of plasma protein binding profiles of compstatin conjugates.[a]
Peptide (c [mm])
Cp20 (5)
ABM2-Cp20 (5)
Cp20 (10)
ABM2-Cp20 (10)

Bound [%]
C3-depleted serum
C3-positive serum[b]
73
> 99
31
> 99

[5]

> 99
> 99
84  1
> 99

[6]

[a] Peptides were extracted from post-dialysis samples using solid phase
extraction (SPE) and analyzed by reversed-phase ultra performance liquid
chromatography coupled to high-definition mass spectrometry (UPLC–
HDMS) as described in the Supporting Information. [b] A defined, physiological amount of purified C3 (5 mm) was added to C3-depleted serum.

[7]
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two peptides to > 99 % bound at an equimolar target/inhibitor
ratio, thereby clearly reflecting the strong influence of target
binding. When 10 mm peptide concentrations in excess of C3
were used, the influence of the ABM2 tag became more pronounced even in the C3-positive serum (Table 4). These studies
clearly indicate that, when compared with its parent peptide,
ABM2-Cp20 is more likely to reside in plasma independently of
C3 due to its binding to albumin. The observed profile is expected to decrease the comparatively rapid elimination of
excess peptide and facilitate the maintenance of target-saturating inhibitor levels. While the expected lower solubility of
ABM2-Cp20 due to the hydrophobic ABM2 tag likely requires
adjustment in the formulation for parenteral injection, it will
be interesting to evaluate the pharmacokinetic profile in NHP
in the future.
In summary, we have developed a new series of compstatin
derivatives with significant improvements regarding both potency and pharmacokinetic properties through the introduction of an albumin affinity tag. Such enhanced complement inhibitors appear particularly suitable for the systemic treatment
of chronic complement-mediated diseases, as they may potentially allow sustained maintenance of therapeutic inhibitor
levels at decreased dose intervals. Besides, the identification of
a secondary/extended binding site for N-terminally tagged
compstatin analogues is expected to facilitate the rational
design of complement inhibitors with enhanced pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles in the future.
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